
 
 

Domaille Engineering, an ultra-precision design and manufacturing company, is accepting 
resumes/applications for an NC Programmer position. 
 
Core Responsibilities: 
 
 Create and maintain all programs for the shop floor, using GibbsCAM software. 
 Works with the Project Managers (PM’s) and Manufacturing Engineers (ME’s) in 

evaluating requests for quote to determine if a program can be done cost effectively 
for the customer and the company. 

 Works with PM’s, ME’s, vendors and others to gather any necessary information for 
new jobs. 

 Coordinate jobs flowing through the department and verify data prior to being 
released to the shop. 

 Work with the operation and engineering teams to resolve any programming issues. 
 May develop programs for touch probe programming for on machine inspection and 

coordinate shifting.  Support the development of touch probing standard procedures. 
 

The most qualified candidate will also possess the following: 
 
 Experience using GibbsCAM and SolidWorks. 
 Experience with 5 axis and/or Swiss programming. 
 Experience with SolidWorks assemblies and nesting parts into billets for machining 

of part families.  
 Experience working with fixture concepts and designs. 
 Experience with Vericut or other verification software, including machine simulation, 

verification, graphics capturing, multi-operations with in-process models, Auto-Diff, 
OptiPath, etc. 

 Experience with maintaining postprocessors for a variety of machines and control 
types. 

 Experience with touch probe macro programming and utilizing standards and 
procedures for the safe and effective use of probes on the shop floor. 

 
Education/Experience: 

 
A related two-year post high school diploma/certificate and a minimum of two years 
of relevant experience, or a high school diploma/GED and a minimum of six years of 
relevant experience 

 
Skills:  Mechanical aptitude, detail oriented.  Ability to read, analyze and interpret 
technical documents.  Has a good working knowledge of GibbsCAM, SolidWorks and 
Microsoft Office.  Has the ability to multitask. 
 
Domaille Engineering provides an atmosphere where your creativity and skills will contribute to 
the growth of the company and the advancement of the team.  We offer a comprehensive benefits 
package.  To learn more about our products, services and company, visit our website 
www.DomailleEngineering.com.  You can also obtain our employment application under the 
Careers section of our website. 
 
Please apply for this position at https://jobapps.hrdirectapps.com/applicantform/D610378/0 or 
mail to: 



 
Domaille Engineering 
7100 Dresser Drive NE 
Rochester, MN 55906 
Attention: Alison Hicks 

 
 

This position must meet Export Control compliance requirements, therefore a “US Person” as 
defined by 22 C.F.R. 


